
Poland Chapter holds meetings, debuts website
The WAI's Poland Chapter was

involved with several meetings, includ-
ing a successful seminar at Polish wire
company Spawmet, and alillounced the
launching of its chapter website.

The seminar, held Nov. 22, 2005, at
Spawmet's location in Swietochlowice,
saw 20 pal1icipants from 12 felTous
wire companies in Poland. Chapter
President Jan Pilarczyk explained that
the seminar stemmed from the
Intemational Conference on Drawing
last March in Zakopane, where partici-
pants suggested the organization of
such seminars by the Poland Chapter.

The program included a presentation
on Spawmet, which was celebrating its
10th anniversary, by director Benedykt
Slazak, as well a presentation on the
wire industry in Poland by Prof.
Bogdan Golis, information on future
WAI events as well as the introduction
of the chapter's new website
(www.wai-poland.wip.pcz.pl/). which
Pilarczyk said was designed by
Monika Zawolik, one of his students.

Following the presentation, there was
a lecture about non-destructive testing
of materials by Alain Dura, Regional
Manager for Europe for U.S.-based
Magnetic Analysis Corporation
(MAC). Dura later showed how to use
MAC eddy current equipment for test-
ing brass coated silver wire for elec-

trode welding,
steel wire zinc
coated and pri-
mary wire with
inside flux for
automatic
welding.

Participants
received copies
of the presen-
tation that had
been translated
by Janusz
Wanatowski, a
MAC represen-
tative for
Poland who also helped translations
for the talk and subsequent discussion.

One attendee, Marian Baca of ZDB
Bohumin, Czech Republic, suggested
that the chapter organize an event for
February 2006 at Czestochowa
University of Technology (CUT) that
would also include companies from
the Czech Republic. At that meeting
there will be a test for a post-graduate
study program organized by Institute
of Modeling and Automation of Plastic
Working Processes (IMAPWP) of
CUT in cooperation with the Poland
Chapter ofWAI, Pilarczyk said.

On November 23,2005, 14 partici-
pants took a post-graduate study test
for engineers at Zelezamy, a Dratovny

Seated (l-r) at the meeting in ZDB, Bohumin, Czech Republic: DI"
Robert Kruzel (lecturel), Prof Bogdan Golis (lecturel), DI"Jan
Pochyly (ZDB deputy manager) and Prof Jan Pilarczyk (lectum).
Standing are participants of the post graduate course.

Bohumin (ZDB) enterprise in
Bohumin, Czech Republic. The course,
which included more than 200 lecture
hours from April 2004 to November
2005, covered the theory and practice
of steel wiredrawing. The lectures
were done by Prof. Golis, Prof.
Fryderyk Knap, Prof. Pilarczyk and
Dr. Robert Kruzel, all of whom are
WAI members. Diplomas were issued
by CUT Dean Henryk Dyja.

The program had been organized by
IMAPWP in cooperation with the
Poland Chapter ofWAI. The next day,
there was a meeting between the par-
ticipants, including ZDB management,
and the consensus was that the course
had been "highly advantageous,"
Pilarczyk said.


